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ABSTRACT

Motivated by the potential for improvements in the electric distribution system’s
protection schemes, this work examined the challenges facing protection schemes due to
the integration of Distributed Generators (DGs). Traditional protection schemes for radial
distribution systems were designed based on the unidirectional power flow from the source
down to the loads. Protective devices typically use are overcurrent relays, autoreclosers,
fuses, and circuit breakers. However, these protective schemes may no longer be sufficient
to ensure correct operation in the new era of distribution systems integrated by DGs. This
research investigated the impact of DGs that might mislead the protection schemes in
distribution systems. Understanding these impacts are helpful for improving protection
schemes solution methodologies.
This work also presented multiple solutions for protection schemes aimed at miti
gating the negative impacts of integrating DGs into radial distribution systems. The first
proposed solution provided improvements for distance relays (DRs) that were proposed
recently to protect radial distribution feeders (RDFs). This solution consisted of three new
methods to accurately calculate the measured positive-sequence impedance by DR in the
presence of the infeed effect. These methods depended only on local measurements making
them cost-effective and easy to implement compared to other solutions that depend on
communication links.
The second solution proposed a new approach to control inverter-based DGs (IBDGs). This approach limited the fault current in distribution systems by controlling single
phase inverters that connect distributed generators to distribution systems. Finally, this
research proposed an accurate and reliable model for the resistive superconducting fault
current limiter (SFCL). The performances of the proposed methods were demonstrated
with radial distribution system models in PSCAD™/EMTDC™.
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SECTION

1. INTRODUCTION

Electric energy is essential for the progress and development of societies.
residential, commercial, and industrial facilities depend on electric power.

All

Therefore,

electric power must be available continuously and reliably. Building new power plants or
expanding existing ones is a costly solution to meet increasing annual demands for electric
power. By contrast, Distributed Generators (DGs) are considered one of the most promising
solutions to meet growing energy demands. At the distribution system (DS) level, DGs are
deployed in multiple locations, especially near loads. Therefore, it is characterized by low
active power losses resulting from the transmission of energy through transmission lines
and feeders over long distances. The power capacities of DGs connected to DS are small
(ranging from 100 kW - 10 MW) compared to conventional generation stations.
The DGs were distinguished by the fact that some of them depend on renewable
energy, such as solar and wind. With the development of technologies used for renewable
energy, the spread of DGs is appropriate in terms of economic returns. By contrast, the
integration of DGs into the DSs creates new challenges for the protection system. For
instance, the Distance Relay (DR) does not see the actual positive-sequence impedance
due to the infeed effect caused by one or more DGs between the main source and the fault
location. The infeed effect causes the impedance seen by the relay to be larger than the
actual positive-sequence impedance between the relay and the fault point, so the relay is
underreached.

2
Moreover, the fuse-saving scheme to protect overhead lines in DSs was designed
based on the one-way flow of energy from the substation to the loads. The presence of
DGs in the DSs impact the protection coordination between the fuse and the recloser due
to the difference in the amount of fault current passing through each of them during faults.
Also, the presence of DGs converts the DSs from a passive network to an active network,
in which energy flows in both directions (i.e., from the substation to the loads side and vice
versa).
This dissertation proposed different solution methodologies to address the afore
mentioned issues in DSs. These solutions were proposed in three papers. Paper I proposed
new methods to estimate the distance to the fault in the presence of infeed effects in the
radial distribution feeder or transmission line. Paper II proposed a new approach to maintain
the fuse-saving scheme in DS by controlling the output current of the Inverter-Based DG
(IBDG). Finally, a reliable and accurate model of a resistive superconducting fault current
limiter (SFCL) was proposed in paper III.

3
PAPER

I. NEW INFEED CORRECTION METHODS FOR DISTANCE PROTECTION IN
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

Fahd A. Hariri, and Mariesa L. Crow
Department of Electrical & and Computer Engineering
Missouri University of Science and Technology
Rolla, Missouri 65409-0050
Email: fahrz9@mst.edu

ABSTRACT
The reliability and security of power systems may be jeopardized by the increase
in the amounts of renewable generation and the uncertainties produced by these devices. In
particular, the protection schemes of traditional power systems have been challenged by the
integration of distributed generation (DG) resources. Distance relays (DRs), which have
been mainly employed to protect transmission systems, are increasingly proposed as one
of the solutions to protect distribution systems with a heavy penetration of DGs. However,
conventional distance protection faces several drawbacks that might lead to maloperation.
One of those challenges is the “infeed effect”, which causes the impedance seen by the
distance relay to be larger than the actual positive-sequence line impedance between the
fault and relay location. This paper proposes three new methods to estimate the distance to
the fault in the presence of infeeds, whether in a radial distribution feeder or transmission
line. Unlike other solution methodologies in the literature that require communication links
to estimate the distance to the fault, the proposed methods only need the local measurement
(i.e., the voltage and current measurements at the location of distance relay) to do the same.
The performance of the method is demonstrated with a radial distribution system model in
PSCAD™/EMTDC™.

4
1. INTRODUCTION
As opposed to traditional distribution systems (DS) in which the substation is the
primary source of generation, the integration of distributed generation (DG) brings genera
tion closer to consumers by siting generation along the feeder. DG is typically considered to
be one of the following energy sources: photovoltaics (PV), small wind turbines, diesel gen
erators, batteries, hydroelectric generators, or micro-turbines [1]. Siting small to medium
power generating stations closer to the customer reduces overall energy consumption by de
creasing active power losses incurred during the transmission of electricity, thereby reducing
reliance on fossil fuels and improving environmental concerns. In addition, the deployment
of more efficient DG-based systems reduces economic costs and aids in development of
renewable energy. Also, integration of DG-based sources improve the operational reliability
in the load centers that are remotely connected to the primary power grid and overloaded
urban zones. While there are many advantages to integrating DG into the DS, the presence
of DGs may complicate the existing protection of DSs, which are usually protected with
overcurrent protection equipment such as overcurrent relays (OCRs) and/or fuses.
With the predominant DGs integration, the traditional radial and unidirectional
single source-based distribution system configuration is changed into bidirectional, multi
source-based distribution system [2]. Examples of the influences of DG on current pro
tection are shown in Figure 1. At the inception of the fault, as shown in Figure 1a, the
distribution substation and the DG jointly provide the fault current to the fault point. The
DG fault current contribution increases the fault current. In Figure 1a the CB1 should
isolate the fault and CB2 must not operate. However, the high fault current may cause
maloperation of both breakers (i.e., CB1 and CB2). The maloperation of CB2 will cause
a power outage to all customers connected to the healthy feeder (i.e., the unfaulted feeder).
If a fault occurs downstream of the DG, as shown in Figure 1b, the fault current consists
of the fault current contribution from the DG and the fault current from the distribution

5

(b)

(c)
Figure 1. Fault current contributions for (a) a fault on a neighboring feeder, (b) a
downstream fault, and (c) a fault on a lateral feeder.

substation. Thus, DG in Figure 1b decreases the fault current through CB2 compared to the
case with no DG. This situation could cause “fail-to-trip” of CB2 because the overcurrent
protection sees a lower fault current than its trip settings.
The integration of DG on a distribution feeder, as shown in Figure 1c will affect
the coordination between the recloser and fuse. If a fault occurs, the fault current passing
through the recloser would be lower than the fault current if there were no DG in the system.
At the same time, the current through the fuse consists of the currents from the distribution
substation as well as the current from the DG, which means that the fuse current is no longer
the same as the current passing through the recloser. As a result, recloser-fuse coordination
may be lost. Therefore, the protection philosophy of distribution systems must be reviewed
and developed to overcome the new challenges posed by the integration of DG. Protection
challenges due to such situations and corresponding solutions are discussed in [3-5]. One
of the solutions that provides a reliable and secure protection scheme for DG-integrated DS
is using distance relays (DR) in place of overcurrent relays [6].

6
DRs which are used mainly to protect transmission systems in the past, have been
proposed as one of the potential solutions to protect radial distribution systems [7, 8].
The significant advantages of DR which include its innate ability to detect faults in both
directions (depending on the characteristics of the DR), and ; free from external system
factors. These features make DR an favorable choice for distribution system protection in
comparison to overcurrent protection [6]. However, integrating DGs in radial distribution
system may create issues that affect the reliability and sensitivity of DRs. Some of these
issues include the proper setting of the zero-sequence compensation factor K0, the fault
resistance, and the infeed effect [9-11].
The infeed effect due to the integration of DGs in radial distribution systems causes
the impedance seen by the relay to be larger than the actual positive-sequence impedance
between the relay location and the fault position, causing the relay to underreach [12].
Changing the DR settings to protect a line in a distribution system equipped with one or
more DGs often results in large settings. In other words, to address the infeed effect the
DR impedance settings would be increased. However, these large settings may causes
maloperation of the DR during system disturbances, especially in heavy-load periods or
during stable swing oscillations [12].
One solution that has been used in transmission lines to solve this problem are in
tertripping schemes, such as underreach with direct tripping, permissive underreach inter
tripping, and permissive overreach intertripping [13, pp. 210-213]. These communicationbased schemes have been proved to be a very reliable solution. Another communicationbased solution that has been proposed in [14] uses the real-time measurements of the current
at various locations to compensate for the impedance calculated by the DR. However, these
schemes have the disadvantage that they explicitly rely on a communication network, there
fore if the communication system fails (either by natural or cyber interference) the result
will be miscoordination of the protection system. Moreover, comparing currents at line
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ends is expensive as it requires communication circuits to be at least as long as the lines
themselves to be protected. Furthermore, the maintenance cost of these communication
systems can be significant [15]. In the remainder of this paper, we propose several methods
that avoid the disadvantages posed by the communication requirement.
The objective of this paper is to introduce an accurate and inexpensive approach
to mitigate the infeed effect. The proposed approach is a cost-effective solution since it
just requires only the measurements at the relay location to estimate the distance from the
DR location to the fault location in the presence of one or more distributed power sources.
Hence, there is no need to install any additional hardware beyond the existing conventional
protection, switching, and sensing devices.

2. DISTANCE PROTECTION
Distance protection is based on estimating the line impedance by comparing the
fault current passing through the relay against the voltage at the relay point. The feeder
length protected by the distance relay is usually divided into three zones or more. Each
zone covers a percentage of the line length. For example, zone one usually covers about
85% of the line length from Bus A to Bus B. The second zone covers the entire length of
the line connecting Bus A and Bus B plus a portion of the next line length [13, p. 184], and
so on for the remaining zones as shown in Figure 2.
The distance relay located at Bus A measures the voltage (V) and current (I) at the
fundamental frequency, via voltage and current transformers, respectively. The impedance
seen by the relay will be:
Zr = £
Ir

VR = I r

• a • Znne

(1 )

(2)
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Zone 3

Figure 2. Distance relay protection zones for a radial system.

where Vr and I r are the voltage and current values measured by the relay, a represents
the distance between the relay point and the fault point, and Zune is the impedance of the
protected line. The value of the impedance, Zr , for a fault at F\ would be

Z R = a • Z lin e A B

(3)

Z R _ Z lin e A B + a • Z lin e B C

(4)

and for a fault at F2,

The distance relay operates when the impedance measured by the relay is less than the
relay setting value. In other words, the DR will operate if the measured impedance, also
known as the apparent impedance, is within its operating characteristic. This characteristic
is shown most conveniently in an impedance R - X diagram, where the x-axis represents
the resistance R and the y-axis represents the reactance X . There are many different DR
characteristics such as mho, impedance, and quadrilateral characteristic. Choosing from
these characteristics depends on many factors such as relay design, application, etc. [16].
Figure 3 shows typical DR characteristics on a R - X diagram.

9

X

„R

Figure 3. Distance relay characteristics on R-X diagram: (a) mho, (b) quadrilateral, (c)
impedance.

3. INFEED EFFECT
The infeed effect causes the impedance seen by the relay to appear to be larger than
the actual positive-sequence impedance between the relay and the fault point, causing the
relay to underreach. The infeed effects during non-single-line-to-ground (SLG) faults in
different configurations are illustrated in Figure 4 and Figure 6 and are described in more
detail in following subsections. Each system configuration has a particular infeed effect
on the distance relay. For each system, Za , Z b , and Z c are the line positive-sequence
impedances. I s , I \ , h , . . .,In are the currents fed by the sources D G i , D G 2, . . . , D G n. A
DR is utilized to protect the feeder in each configuration. The infeed effect on a ground
distance relay is described in Subsection 3.3

3.1. CONFIGURATION 1
Figure 4a shows a radial distribution feeder with a generation source at bus B. In the
case of a three-phase fault at bus C, the measured voltage by the DR at Bus A would be [13]

Va =

IsZ a +

(Is + Ii) Zb

(5)
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B

DG1
SS A

DR- Z
ZA
DG h B
SS A

0 = ^

Is+{1

c

DG2

D R - Z, --------1 Zfi I— A
Fault ■

Is

Is+11 + h ■■■+ h

®

!

i

^

ZB

--- C

72 -

Fault *

!

DGy, &

(a)

ln
(b)

Figure 4. Infeed effect on distance protection: (a) radial distribution feeder with one DG,
(b) radial distribution feeder with n DGs connected to the same bus.

The positive-sequence impedance up to the fault location measured by the DR is

Z dr

— ZA + (1 + - ) ZB
— z a + ZB + K • Z b

(6)

where K is defined as the infeed constant (K —I- ). Based on equation (6), the DR at Bus A
measures an impedance larger than the actual impedance between Bus A and the fault point.
The additional impedance, KZb , impacts the DR operation and the makes DR underreach.
In Figure 4b, more than one DG are connected to the same bus. Their impact on
DR measurements would be

VA — ISZA + (Is + I- + h + ... + In) Z b

(7)

The positive-sequence impedance of the line up to the fault point, measured by the DR is

Z dr

— Z a + (1 + 11 + 12 + - + In) Z b
IS
— ZA + ZB + Kn • ZB

(8)

11
i i
I
i
where Kn is the infeed constant ( Il+ 2+--+ n — i-l—) and n is the number of DGs connected
to Bus B.
The impedance-distance relation in the presence of infeeds is discussed in [13, pp.
186-189]. Figure 5b shows the impedance as a function of the distance for the system in
Figure 5 a. It is clear that the infeed effect changes the impedance measured by the DR
at Bus A. Figure 5b visualizes the impedance measured by the DR in Figure 5a for two
different configurations. If there are no D G s in the system, the impedance measured by
the DR is equal to the actual impedance of the line, which is proportional to the slope of
line segment A 'B' in Figure 5a. Integrating a D G into the system changes the impedance
measured by the DR, which would be proportional to the slope of the line segment B'C ' in
Figure 5b. Equations (9) and (10) represent the impedance measured by the DR based on
the slope of the line segments in Figure 5b.

Z d r ,ab - m ab • d

y2 - yi

d

(9)

*2 - *1

DG

A
V

55 A
DR-

B
►

Is

Is+ h

(a)

Apparent impedance
(due to infeed effect) as
seen by DR at A

ZA

C

ZB

za

Impedance
Z DR

h

A

c = (^s,ys)

- - ' K . Line impedance
as a function of
B' = (x 2, y 2) the distance d.

Z

*

A' = (%i ,y 1 )

Distance, d

(b)

Figure 5. Infeed effect on distance protection: (a) radial distribution feeder with one DG,
(b) impedance seen by DR at A.
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where Z dr ,ab is the measured impedance by the DR if a fault occurs in line AB and m AB
is the slope of the line A!B'. d is the distance from the relay location up to the fault point.
If a fault occurs in line BC, the impedance seen by the DR can be calculated as

Z dr ,bc = mbc • d = —— — • d
* 3 - *2

(10)

where Z dr ,bc is the measured line impedance seen by the DR at A due to a fault on line
BC and m BC is the slope of the line BC.

3.2. CONFIGURATION 2
Figure 6a shows a radial distribution feeder with two generation sources at Buses B
and C . In the case of a three line-ground (3L G ) fault on Bus D , the positive-sequence line
impedance up to the fault point measured by the DR at Bus A would be

Va = I s Z a + (Is + h ) Z b + (Is + h + h ) Z c
Z dr = Za + (1 + K x) Z b + (1 + K 2 ) Z c

(11)
(12)

where K 1 is the infeed constant (K1 = I1) of line BC and K2 is the infeed constant
(K2 = Ii+ 2) of line C D . In general, if the feeder has n DGs as shown in Figure 6b, the
positive-sequence line impedance up to fault position seen by the DR at Bus A would be

Va = I s Z a + ( I s + 12) Z b + ( I s + h + 12) Z c + ... + ( I s +h + h + ... + In) Z z
Z dr = Z a + (1 + K 1) Z b + (1 + K 2 ) Z c + ... + (1 + Kn) Z z

(13)
(14)

I i
i
vn i .
where Kn is the infeed constant ( 1+ 2+s "+ n = ^ 1) for the remote line and n is the number
of all DGs on the feeder, and Zz is the impedance of the remote line.
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Figure 6. Infeed effect on distance protection: (a) radial distribution feeder with three
D G s, (b) radial distribution feeder with n DGs.

3.3. INFEED EFFECT ON GROUND DISTANCE RELAY
A distance relay is designed to measure the positive-sequence impedance of the
protected line. However, if a single line-ground (SLG) fault occurs, the measured impedance
does not reflect the actual impedance up to the fault location due to the existence of the zerosequence current. Therefore, the ground distance element (GDE) corrects the measured
impedance up to the fault location by applying a compensation factor K0 [17] which is
expressed for most distance relays as [18]

'o - Z i
Zi

(15)

Hence, the GDE measures the following impedance in case of SLG fault on phase A

Z gde a

Va 8
I a + Ko • Io

(16)

where Z gd Ea is the measured impedance by the GDE on phase A in the case of a SLG fault
on phase A. VAg is the phase-A-to-ground voltage (= ^a ). I a is the phase A current and Z0
and Z 1 are the zero and positive sequence impedances of the protected line, respectively. It
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should be noted that additional GDEs are required for SLG faults on phases B and C as well.
If a SLG fault occurs at point C as shown in Figure 5a, the positive-sequence impedance up
to the fault location appears to the GDE as

z gde a

-------------- = ZA + (1 + —) ZB
IA + Ko • Io
A (
Is
ZA + ZB + K • ZB

(17)

Thus, the phase A current has been compensated by K0 and the GDE measures the positivesequence impedance to the fault in addition to the additional impedance caused by the infeed
effect.

4. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The DR does not see the true positive-sequence impedance due to the infeed effect
caused by one or more distributed power sources between the main source and the fault
location. Many solutions have been proposed to overcome this challenge. However, these
solutions are either costly or have other issues related to the reliability of the protection
schemes as described earlier. This paper proposes a series of methods that are inexpensive,
easy to implement, and do not require communication links to estimate the actual positivesequence line impedance in the presence of one or more distributed power sources.

4.1. METHOD 1
This method requires the following data: (1) the measured impedance at the relay
location; (2) the locations of the DGs; (3) the impedance and the length of the protected
line; and (4) fault current calculations (obtained previously from off-line calculations). If
the distribution feeder/transmission line has only one power source, as shown in Figure 7a,
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Figure 7. Radial distribution feeder.

the line impedance equation as a function of distance can be written as

Z dr = m • d

(18)

where Z dr is the positive-sequence impedance of the line/feeder corresponding to the
distance d. By rearranging (18), the distance d as a function of the impedance can be
represented as d = Zm£ .
Figure 8 shows a distribution feeder with a single DG. To develop the proposed
method, it is assumed that each line segment has a power source at each bus, except the last
bus, which has one DG at its sending end and terminates in a load. For example, line 1-2
in Figure 8 has the substation and D G i at its ends, but line 2-3 terminates in a load.
The location/coordinate of the substation is assumed to be (xi , y i ) = (0,0) since the
DR is located at bus 1. The location/coordinate of D G i is (x2, y2), where x2 represents the
distance from the DR location to the D G i location and y2 represents the actual positivesequence line impedance from the DR location to the D G i location. The distance x3 from
the DR location to Bus 3 is known, but due to the infeed effect, the impedance y3 does not
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Figure 8. Radial distribution feeder with one DG - method 1.

equal the total positive-sequence to Bus 3. Therefore, the impedance y 3 must be calculated
using the following equation:

J3 = Z dr = Z 12 + Z 23 + K • Z 23

(19)

where Z12 and Z23 are the actual positive-sequence line impedances, K is the infeed constant
(K = I1), Is and I 1 are the fault current contributions from the substation and D G 1
(respectively) for the case of a fault at Bus 3. The fault currents Is and I 1 for a 3LG fault
can be calculated using the following fault calculations:
1. Calculate the Thevenin impedance at the fault location. For the given system:

Z+ =
ZTH
=

( Z + + Z +2) Z D g ,

Z+
+ Z 23

(20)

Z + + Z +2 + Z D G,

where h is the fractional distance along the length of line 2-3. Note tat h = 1 at Bus
3 and h = 0 at Bus 2.
2. Calculate the fault current
Vf
I3LG =

ZT+H

(21)

where Vf is the prefault voltage at the fault location, and Z T+H is the Thevenin
impedance of the positive-sequence network at the point of the fault from step 1.
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3. The fault current contributions from each source can be calculated using the current
divider formula:

Is = hLG •

r Dg i
+

(22)

+

(23)

Z + + Z i2 + Z DG1
h = hLG •

Zs+ + Z +2
Z s + Z 12 + Z DG1

The actual impedance of the line can be found through leveraging the line equation that
represents the impedance measured by the DR versus the distance from the fault for different
configurations, i.e., the system with and without DGs. In other words, the impedance mea
sured by DR with and without the infeed effect are compared to find the actual impedance.
Equation (24) represents the measured impedance of the line when the infeed effect is
considered.
Z dr - y2 = m 2 • (d - x 2)

(24)

where Z dr is the impedance measured by the DR, x 2 and y 2 represent the coordination of
the first point of the faulted line segment, d is the unknown distance from the D R location
up to the fault point, m i is the slope of the faulted line segment (m 2 = y3- y2), and x 3 and y 3
are the coordinates of the remote end of the faulted line segment. Therefore the distance to
the fault can be calculated by rewriting (24) as d = Z°m-y2 + x 2 . Substituting d into (18),
the actual positive-sequence line impedance to the fault point can be obtained:
m
Zact = — (Z dr - y2 + m 2 • x2)
m2

(25)

Equation (26) is a generalization of (25) that calculates the actual impedance measured by
the DR for a system with more than one DG, such as the one shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Radial distribution feeder with nD G s (proposed method 1).

The actual impedance is given by

Zact =

m
mi

( Z dr - yi + mi • Xi)

(26)

where m i is the slope of the faulted line, x i and y i are the coordinates of the near end of
the faulted line, and i is the Bus number of the faulted segment (i.e., the near end of the
faulted segment). The line segmentation data including the location of buses (i.e., x-axis
in Figure 5b), impedance of the lines (i.e., y-axis in Figure 5b), and fault currents should
be calculated offline and stored in the DR. To calculate the actual impedance of the line,
the fault location in the system must be known. To this end, we propose an approach that
iteratively compares the impedance of the line segments stored in DR with the impedance
measured by the DR. Figure 10a illustrates the different steps of this approach. Finding
the faulty section provides the impedance and distance from the DR of the underlying line,
which helps to calculate the actual impedance measured by the DR according to (26). A
simplified schematic diagram of Method 1 is shown in Figure 10b. The control logic in
Figure 10b contains the required equations to calculate the infeed constant, K , the line slope
for each line segment, and the proposed logic steps to determine the faulted segment of the
line as explained in Figure 10a.
As an example, consider the simple distribution feeder shown in Figure 11. Assume
that the length of line AB is 2.5 km and Z \ = 2.5 Q and the length of line BC is 4.5 km
and Z b = 4.5 Q. For a 3LG bolted fault at point C, Is and I\ are 0.176/80.02° kA and
1.576/-9 .8 8 ° kA, respectively. Therefore, the impedance measured by the DR at Bus A
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Start

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. (a) Flowchart of the proposed Method 1, (b) Simplified schematic diagram of
Method 1.

can be calculated using (8).

z dr

= z a + ZB + K • ZB
= 2.5 + 4.5 + (8.93/- 8 9 .9 0) • 4.5
= 40.87-80020 Q

where K is

= 8.9V -8 9 .90. Note that the DR at A measures an impedance of 40.8

7-80.02° Q for a fault at C. This is larger than the actual impedance from A to C, which
is only 7 Q. Based on the proposed approach, the feeder’s actual impedance to the fault
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location can be calculated:
2 .5 -0
1
2.5 - 0
40.8/ -80.02° - 2.5
m\ =
7 - 2.5
m=

Zact =

8.98V -83.51°

(ZDR - yi + m ixi)
m1

= — (40. V - 8 0 .0 2 ° - 2.5 + mi • 2.5) = 7 a
mi

which is equal to the actual impedance of the feeder to the faulty point. It is notable that
the infeed effect has no impact on the calculation.

Figure 11. Radial distribution feeder.
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4.2. M ETH O D 2
Method 2 is based on creating two impedance-distance (ID) curves similar to the
plot in Figure 5b. The first ID curve (ID curve-1) represents the relation between the
impedance and the distance of the feeder with DGs, whereas the second ID curve (ID curve2) represents the impedance-distance relation of the same feeder with one power source
(i.e., the main source at the beginning of the feeder/line). The impedance-distance curves
should be created offline and stored in the DR. Data storage and offline calculations (even
the online calculations if necessary) are not difficult for modern relays that contain large
memories and advanced processors. To find the actual line impedance, Zact, the measured
impedance, Zmeas, should be compared with the ID curve-1 to find the corresponding value
of the distance. Then the distance value will be compared with the ID curve-2 to get Zact
as shown in Figure 12. In the case of a 3LG fault, the following steps illustrate the plotting
of the line segment B 'C ' in Figure 5b:
1. Calculate the Thevenin impedance at the fault location. For the given system,

Z+
ZTH

(Z+ + Z+) ZDG
Z + + ZB d
Z+ + ZA + Z DG

(27)

where d is the fractional distance along the length of feeder/line. Note that d = 1 at
Bus C and d = 0 at Bus B. Z+ & ZDG are the positive-sequence impedances of the
substation and D G , respectively. Z +
A and Z~+ are the positive-sequence impedances
of line AB and line BC, respectively.
2. Calculate the fault current as

V
hLG = Z +
ZTH

(28)
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where V/ is the prefault voltage at fault location, and Z+ff is the Thevenin impedance
of the positive-sequence network at the point of the fault from step 1 .
3. The fault current contributions from each power source can be calculated using the
current divider formula as follows
ZDG
Is = hLG • Z + + Z + + Z+
ZS + ZA + ZDG
z s+ +Az A
Ii = I3lg •
Z+ +
Z+ +
Z+
ZS
+ ZA
+ ZDG

(29)
(30)

4. Calculate the infeed constant, K = I1 .
5. Calculate the impedance value corresponding to the value of d using the following
equation

ZDR = Z +
A + (1 + K )Zg • d

6.

(31)

Change the value of d in descending order (in small steps) from 1 to 0 and repeat
steps 1-5 for each d value.

7. Plot the impedance vs. distance curve.
Figure 12a and Figure 12b present a flowchart and the simplified schematic diagram of the
proposed Method 2 .

4.3.

M ETH O D 3
This method has the advantage of not requiring any offline calculations and is only

based on the local measurements. It also requires the location and impedance of the infeed
source to calculate the location of the fault. This data, in addition to the impedance and
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(a)
Figure 12. (a) Flowchart of the proposed Method 2, (b) Simplified schematic diagram of
Method 2.

length of the feeder/line, which are usually known and stored in the DR as "inputs”, can
be used to locate the fault without any need for measurements from the remote source.
Figure 13a will be used to illustrate the principle of this method.
The system in Figure 13a consists of two sources at Buses 1 and 2. The main source,
SA, is connected to Bus 1 and the second source, SB,is connected to Bus 2. SB can be either
a strong source or a weak source. A strong source may be a feeder from another substation
or a large synchronous generator, whereas a weak source may be an Inverter-Based Resource
(IBRs), such as solar or wind power [19]. To clarify how the proposed method works, we
explain it for the “strong source” case under two fault types: 3LG fault and SLG faults.
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Figure 13. (a) Radial distribution feeder-Method 3, (b) The positive-sequence equivalent
circuit.

4.3.1.

3LG Fault. For a 3LG fault, as shown in Figure 13a, fault currents from SA

and SB contribute to the total fault current. Each fault current is a positive-sequence current
because the fault is a symmetrical fault. The per-phase equivalent circuit of the system is
shown in Figure 13b. The impedance measured by the DR can be calculated as follows

Zd r - Zi + Z2 • d - ( 1 + f )
h

(32)

and the 3LG fault current at fault location can be calculated as

hLG - Z+
Z+H

(33)

where V f is the prefault voltage at the fault location. Z+H is the positive-sequence Thevenin
impedance which can be calculated as
(ZI + Z+) ZS , Z+ .
Z *+ Z+ + Z+
2

(34)

a* + Z* • d

(35)

Substituting (35) into (33), yields

^ 3l g -

Vf
a+ + Z+ • d

(36)
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Using the current-divider formula, the fault current contribution from SB can be calculated
as

ZA + Z+

h

(37)

+ Z+ + 4
(38)

hLG • 7 +

Substituting (33) into (38), yields
Vf
I2 — ------ L-------- 7 +
a+ + Z + • d r

(39)

Similarly, substituting (39) into (32), the impedance ZDR is obtained:

/
Z dr — Z+ + Z+ • d

1

V

v/
. r +'
a++Z+•d ?
+2
I1

(40)

Solving (40) for d, yields two possible solutions:
IiZ i+ - I i Z
d i , d2 — -

d r

+ Iia + + V f 7 + +

2 • I i • Z 2+

(41)

where

yS — [I i 2 • ((Z+)2 + Z Dr (-2Z + + ZDr + 2a+) + (a +)2)
+ Ii • (-2 Z + a + Vf7 + • (2Z+ - 2Z dr + 2a)) + Vf2( 7 +)2] 2 (42)

Equation (41) has two solutions with different signs in which only the positive one (d2 in
this case) would be valid. Equation (41) calculates the distance from the SB location to the
fault location. Thus, the actual positive-sequence impedance from the DR location to the
fault location can be calculated as

zd R —Zi+

+ Z2 + • d2

(43)
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Therefore, the per-unit distance, x, from the DR location to the fault location is

x=

4.3.2.

yact
Z DR
Zi + + Z 2 +

(44)

SLG Fault. The single line to ground (SLG) fault is the most common

fault that occurs in electrical networks in general and in overhead lines in particular. The
SLG fault, along with line-to-line (LL) and line-to-line-to-ground (LLG) faults, are called
unbalanced faults. Symmetrical components must be used for solving unbalanced faults.
The positive-sequence Thevenin impedance viewed from the fault location can be computed
by (35).

The negative-sequence Thevenin impedance is usually equal to the positive-

sequence Thevenin impedance. Thus, it can be written as

TH

( Z- + Z - ) Zg

z_

Z_ + Z _ + Z_
a~ + Z_ • d

2

d

(45)
(46)

The zero-sequence Thevenin impedance is

=
7°
TH

Z° Z ° Z°
(ZA + Z 1 ) ZB , Z° ' d
Z
° +
+ ZZ 2°
2
ZA
+Z
Z i° +

= a° + Z° • d

(47)
(48)

The symmetrical components of the fault current are

if ° = if += if _ =

V;f

(49)

ZTH° + ZTH+ + ZTH

The fault current is

i f = 31f ° =

3V;f
ZTH° + ZTH+ + ZTH

(50)
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Applying current-divider formula, the symmetrical components of the fault current contribution from SB can be expressed as

70
2

Z
0 + Z0
ZA
+ Z1
7 0 _i_ 7 0 _i_ 7 0
ZA + Z 1 + Z B

=

70

f

0

(52)

II
7+

ZA
+ + Z+1

=
+

II
7-

7+

z
+ + zZ +
+
ZA
1 +z
ZB

2

=

(53)
(54)

+ Z1

7a

• 7-

Z1 + Z - + ZB

2

(51)

(55)

1

• 7-

(56)

72 = 72° + 72+ + 72- = 372+

(57)

=

71

Therefore, the fault current in phase a is

Substituting for 72 in the infeed constant, K =

K

=
=

72 , yields

372+

(58)

2

7i
3 r+ 7+

(59)

7i
3-7f -7 +
a0+ZJ0-d+a++Z2-d+a-+Z- -d
=

7i

(60)

ZDR can be expressed based on d by substituting (60) in (40),

/
Z p R = Z+ + Z+ • d

1

v

+

_______3-Vf -y+_______ '
^°+Z^-d+^++Z+ -d+^ +Z2 -d
71

(61)
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Solving for d yields

IiZ 2 Z+ +

[a + 2Z2 (b - c - d + e + f + g) + h - i - j + k + L + m)]

d=-

2Ii Z+( Z0 + Z+ + Z- )

(62)

where
a = (Z 2- ) 2 • ((Z+) 2 - 2Z+Z DR + Z 2d r )

(63)

b = (Z+)2 • ( Z+ + Z 20 )

(64)

c = Z+Z+ • (2 ZDR + a 0 + a+ + a - )

(65)

d = 2Z+Z0 ZDR

(6 6 )

e = Z+Z 2

(67)

f = Z2 Z DRa

(6 8 )

g = Z dr (Z+ (a 0 + a+) + Z 20 Z dr )

(69)

h = (Z+)2 • ( ( Z 2+) 2 + 2Z+ Z 20 + (Z20 ) 2 )

(70)

i = 2Z +(Z+)2 • (ZDR + a 0 + a+ + a - )

(71)

j = 2Z+Z+ Z0 • (2Z dr + a 0 + a+ + a - )

(72)

k = Z dr • (-2Z + (Z20 ) 2 ) + (Z+)2 • (Z dr + 2 (a 0 + a+ + a - ))

(73)

L = (Z+)2 • ((a - ) 2 + 2 a - a+ + 2 a - a 0 + (a+ ) 2 + 2 a+ a 0 + ( a 0 ) 2 )

(74)

m = 2Z+ Z0 • (ZDr + Z dr (a 0 + a+ + a - ) + (Z0)2ZDr

(75)

r = 6 I 1V/ r + • (Z- Z+(Z+ - ZD R) + (Z+)2 (Z+ - Z dr + a 0 + a+ + a - )
5

= Z+ Z0(Z + - Z d r )) + 9 7 ^ (Z2+) 2 (y+) 2

v = Ii [Z+(Z+ + Z0) - Z dr (Z0 + Z+ + Z- ) + Z + (a 0 + a+ + a - )] + 3V/Z+ y+

(76)
(77)
(78)

Equation (62) has two solutions with different signs in which only the positive one, d2, would
be valid. Moreover, it is important to note that ZDR is the corrected measured impedance
as explained in Section 3.3. Equation (62) calculates the distance from the SB location to
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the fault point. Thus, the actual positive-sequence impedance from the DR location to the
fault location can be calculated as

(79)

= Zi + + Z 2 + • d2

Therefore, the per-unit distance, v , from the DR location up to the fault location is

v=

act
Z DR

(80)

Zi + + Z 2 +

Figure 14a and Figure 14b present a flowchart and the simplified schematic diagram of the
proposed method 3.
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Figure 14. (a) Flowchart of the proposed Method 3, (b) Simplified schematic diagram of
Method 3.
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5. SIM ULATION RESULTS
A comparison of the three proposed methods including discussion is given in this
section.

5.1. TEST SYSTEM D ESCR IPTIO N
Figure 15 shows the radial 12.47 kV, 60 Hz distribution feeder used in the simulation
analysis. The distribution feeder has two segments, each segment is 10 km long and has the
following positive and zero sequence impedances, z 1 = (0.9507 + j • 1.948) • 10- 4 Q/m, and
zo = (0.2403+j •0.6019) •10- 3 Q/m. The substation is fed by an interconnected transmission
grid through a step-down distribution transformer. The upstream transmission grid and
the distribution transformer are represented by a Thevenin equivalent voltage source with
positive and zero sequence impedances of Z exq = 0.298/89.9° Q and

= 0.233/89.9° Q

respectively. A 12.47 kV power source is also connected to the feeder at Node B which is 10
km away from the substation or DR location. The power source could be any type of strong
power source, such as a synchronous generator, etc. In this simulation, we intentionally
consider a larger power source at node B, i.e. 12.47 kV with 553.8 MVA short-circuit
power, in order to have a power source with a higher infeed current contribution during
the fault. The feeder is protected by the DR with mho characteristics phase and ground
elements at the head of the line (i.e., at Node A). The studied distribution system is modeled
using PSCAD™/EMTDC™ [20].

Node B
12.47 kV

Node A

Node C

© ---10 km

10 km

Load

z± = (0.9507 + j ■1.948) ■1 0 -4 f l/m
z0 = (0.2403 + j ■0.6019) ■1 0 -3 f l/m

Figure 15. One-line diagram of a simplified distribution feeder.
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5.2. DISTANCE RELAY SETTINGS
Two zones are set to cover the entire feeder (from node A to node C). Zone 1
and zone 2 are set to cover 80% and 130% of the positive-sequence feeder impedance,
respectively. The positive-sequence line impedance is 4.3352/64° Q. The first and second
zone reach are therefore 0.8 x 4.3352/6 4 ° = 3.47/64° Q and 1.3 x 4.3352/6 4 ° = 5.64 at
64° Q, respectively. Zones 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 16 with green and blue mho
characteristic in the complex impedance plane, respectively. For the faults located at 0-80%
from the DR, the DR operates immediately. However in practice, fault isolation requires a
few cycles (i.e., 6-18 cycles at 60 Hz or 0.1-0.3 s) depending on the relay decision-making
process and the speed of the CB [16]. The operating time for zone 2, typically, is in the
range of 0.4-0.5 s [21]. Therefore, the first zone time delay is set to be 0.1 s, whereas the
operating time for zone 2 is 0.45 s. The zero-sequence compensation factor K0 is calculated
and stored in the ground distance element (GDE) in order to allow the reach settings to be
specified in terms of positive-sequence impedance [6 ]. K 0 can be calculated using (15)

Ko =

Z° - Zl = 0.6647/6.38°
Zi

R esistance, R

Figure 16. Operating characteristic of distance protection located at Node A.
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Converting the impedance from the primary side to the secondary side of the CT and PT
transformers does not have any impact on the proposed method and thus we directly utilize
the impedance on the primary side in this paper.

5.3. STUDY CASES
In order to carefully analyze the proposed methods, many fault scenarios with
different fault locations and fault types were investigated. The case studies were selected
to test the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed methods in measuring the feeder’s
actual positive-sequence impedance in the event of faults at different distances along the
distribution feeder inside and outside of the protection zones of the distance protection. In
all of the case studies, there are two power sources: the distribution substation at the head
of the distribution feeder (i.e., at Node A) and a power source connected to node B as shown
in Figure 15. The study cases are for bolted 3LG and SLG faults at a distance of 40%, 70%,
100%, and 140% of the distribution feeder length. Figure 17 shows the fault locations and
the DR scheme used in the case studies.
5.3.1.

Case I: Fault a t a Distance of 40% of the Feeder’s Length. The objective

of this case is to establish the effectiveness of the proposed methods in the event of a
fault between the substation and the power source at node B (i.e., within the boundaries

Zone 2
= 130% ZL
Node A

Node C

Zone 1 = 80% Z,
10 km
10 km

T

1
1 1\ UUC D
1
| FI @ 40% of ZL 1
f
----------------- *F2 @ 70% of ZL

F3 @ 100% of ZL
F4 @ 140% of ZL

Figure 17. DR scheme using two protection zones and fault locations.
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Figure 18. Impedance trajectory for (a) 3LG and (b) SLG fault at 40% of the feeder’s
length.

of Zone 1). Figure 18a shows the plot of the impedance seen by the DR for a 3LG fault
located at F1 (see Figure 17 for fault locations). Since the infeed effect does not affect the
reading of the DR, the measured impedance is correct and is the actual positive-sequence
impedance between the DR location and fault location. Therefore, the zone 1 element
provides tripping with a time of 0.1 s, which is the correct function of the DR. Similarly,
Figure 18b demonstrates the impedance trajectory in the case of the SLG fault. Zc denotes
the conventionally measured impedance.
5.3.2.

Case II: Fault a t a Distance of 70% of the Feeder’s Length. The objective

of this case is to establish both the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed methods on
the DR’s measurements. Figure 19a and Figure 19b show the DR performance in the case
of 3LG and SLG faults. We observed that the impedance measured by the conventional
DR, Zc, is out of the operating zones of the DR, although the fault is within the operating
characteristic of zone 1. However, the impedance measured by the proposed methods, Zm\
(Method 1), Z m2 (Method 2), and Z m3 (Method 3), are all located within the zone 1 area.
Numerically, the measured impedance Zc to the fault at the DR location for a 3LG fault is
2.39 pu, rather than the actual positive-sequence impedance of 0.7 pu. On the other hand,
the impedance measured by the proposed methods Zm\, Zm2 and Z m2 are all equal to 0.7 pu.
The measured impedance Zc is 3.69 pu for a SLG fault at F2 while the measured impedance
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Figure 19. Impedance trajectories of the proposed and conventional methods for (a) 3LG
fault and (b) SLG fault at 70% of the feeder’s length.

by the proposed methods Zm1, Zm2 and Z m2 are 0.7 pu, 0.7 pu, and 0.68 pu which are the
same, or close to, the actual positive-sequence impedance from the DR location to the fault
point F2.
5.3.3.

Case III: Fault a t a D istance of 100% of the Feeder’s Length. In this case,

the fault location is outside of zone 1 but within the boundaries of zone 2. As shown in
Figure 20a and Figure 20b, Zm1, Zm2, and Z m3 trajectories move into zone 2. However, the
Z c trajectory is out of the operating zones of the DR. Therefore, Zmi, Zm2, and Z m3 reflect
the correct impedance trajectory. Thus, the DR trip will be delayed by the time setting of

(a)
Figure 20. Impedance trajectories of the proposed and conventional methods for (a) 3LG
fault and (b) SLG fault at 100% of the feeder’s length.
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zone 2 which is set at 0.45 s. The measured Zc for a 3LG fault at F3 is 5.26 pu whereas the
Z m1, Zm2, and Z m3 are all equal to 1 pu for the same fault. Similarly, the measured Zc is
8.49 pu for SLG fault whereas Z m\, Zm2, and Z m3 are 1.0 pu, 1.0 pu, and 1.01 pu which are
the same, or close to, the actual positive-sequence impedance from the DR location to the
fault point F3.
5.3.4. Case IV: Fault a t a D istance of 140% of the Feeder’s Length. The
impedance trajectories seen by the DR in the case of 3LG and SLG faults at F4 are
plotted in Figure 21a & Figure 21b, respectively. In this case the fault location is outside the
operating characteristic of zone 2. Figure 21a and Figure 21b show that the Zm\ , Zm2, Z m3
are outside zone 2 as is expected. Thus, the DR does not trip, reflecting a correct decision
of the DR. The measured Zc for a 3LG fault at F4 is 9.09 pu whereas the Zm\, Zm2, and Z m3
are all equal to 1.4 pu for the same fault. Similarly, the measured Zc is 14.84 pu for SLG
fault while Zm\, Zm2, and Z m3 are 1.4 pu, 1.4 pu, and 1.48 pu which are the same, or close
to, the actual positive-sequence impedance from the DR location to the fault point F4.

Figure 21. Impedance trajectories of the proposed and conventional methods for (a) 3LG
fault and (b) SLG fault at 140% of the feeder’s length.

Table 1 summarizes the results of the different case studies. The impedance values
are in pu based on the magnitude of the positive-sequence impedance of the distribu
tion feeder (|Zbase | = 4.3352 ^ ). Z act in the 4th column is the actual positive-sequence
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impedance in pu of the distribution feeder. Zm1, Zm2, and Zm3, in the 6 th- 8 th columns,
are the measured impedances by the proposed methods 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Similar
observations have been made for both line-line and line-line-ground faults.

Table 1 . Distance relay performance under varying system conditions.
Fault
type
3LG

SLG

Fault
location
F1
F2
F3
F4
F1
F2
F3
F4

Zone
protection
1

Zact
(pu)
0.4
0.7

2

1 .0

Out of zones
1

1.4
0.4
0.7

2

1 .0

Out of zones

1.4

1

1

Measured impedance, pu
Zc
Zm1 Zm2 Zm3
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
2.39
0.7
0.7
0.7
5.26
1 .0
1 .0
1 .0
1.4
1.4
1.4
9.09
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
3.69
0.7
0.7 0 .6 8
8.49
1 .0
1 .0
1 .0 1
14.84 1.4
1.4 1.48

5.4. COM PARISON O F M ETHODS
Each of the proposed methods has its own technique for determining the location
of the fault. Different features of the proposed methods including the required data and
calculations, cost, and results accuracy are compared to clarify the differences between
them.
1. Required data and calculations: All three methods require local measurements and
the system’s data in order to determine the fault location in the presence of an infeed
current. In addition to the system data and local measurements, the first and second
methods require the results of offline calculations in order to determine the fault
location. The first method requires calculating the offline fault current values as part
of the data to be stored in the DR. Similarly, the second method requires calculating
offline fault currents to create ID curves. The third method has an advantage over the
first two methods in that it does not require any offline calculations and its functionality
entirely depends on local measurements.
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2. Cost: The functionality of three methods proposed in this paper do not require the
addition of any measuring or communication devices. In other words, the proposed
methods do not incur any additional hardware cost to the current system.
3. Accuracy of the results: One of the most important indicators of the success for any
method is its accuracy. To this end, all the proposed methods have been tested using
PSCAD™/EMTDC™ software. The results proved the capability of the proposed
methods in locating the faults with high accuracy in the presence of an infeed effect.
Method 3 is the least accurate due to its dependence purely on on-line measurements
with no off-line calculations, but the drop in accuracy may be counter-balanced by its
other advantages.
Table 2 presents a summary comparison of the proposed methods.

Table 2. Proposed methods comparison.
Proposed
M ethods

R equired d a ta
and calculations

Cost

A ccuracy of
the results

Method 1

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Very low

Very high

Very low

Very high

Very low

High

Method 2

Method 3

Local measurements
System data
Offline calculations
Local measurements
System data
Offline calculations
Local measurements
System data

6.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the impact of the infeed effect caused by one or more power sources
between the main source and the fault location on distance relay functionality is studied.
Previously published works on protection schemes for transmission lines/distribution feeders
using distance relays have provided either costly or low reliability solutions. Increasing
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amounts of renewable generation in distribution system increases the infeed current which
challenges the current protection scheme. To address this issue, three new methods that
estimate the distance to the fault in the presence of the infeed effect have been proposed in
this paper. These methods are applicable for distance relays, whether in radial distribution
feeders or transmission lines. The accuracy of the proposed methods are examined using
different case studies. The obtained results indicates the potential superiority of the proposed
methods over similar proposed methods.
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ABSTRACT
In power distribution systems, the protection systems are designed to isolate faults
in a coordinated manner among protective devices to ensure the continuity of the service
with a minimum impact on customers. The integration of distributed generation (DG) can
enhance power quality and reliability and decrease power losses, environmental pollution,
and the cost of network expansions. However, the higher penetration of DGs increases the
short-circuit current levels of distribution systems which in turn can change the direction
of the fault currents. Thus, the current designed coordination scheme between protection
devices may no longer be sufficient to ensure correct operation. This paper proposes a
new approach to limit the fault current in distribution systems by controlling single-phase
inverters that connect DGs to distribution systems. First, we develop a new approach to
control single inverter-based distributed generation (IBDG) and then model the distribution
systems with IBDG. We finally elaborate the proposed method by conducting a single-lineto-ground fault on the proposed model in the PSCAD™/EMTDC™ environment. This
paper concludes with a discussion of how this approach can be extended to different fault
types and system configurations.
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1. IN TRO D U CTIO N
In conventional power networks, the generated energy is transmitted from generating
stations via transmission lines to distribution substations. Distribution substations distribute
power to consumers through overhead lines or underground cables. However, this traditional
power transmission method has some drawbacks, such as high energy production costs,
environmental concerns due to using fossil fuels, and a high amount of active power losses
during the transmission and distribution processes.

Small DGs that are connected to

distribution systems (DSs), as shown in Figure 1, have small sizes (about 100 kW to 10
MW) [1].

Generating
(power) plant

DG

Figure 1. Integration of DGs into the utility system.

Wind turbines, photovoltaics (PV), microturbines, internal combustion engines,
batteries, diesel generators, and gas turbines are examples of DG technologies. DG tech
nologies can be divided into IBDG and non-IBDG. The former is known as IBDG due to an
inverter interface necessary to synchronize the DG with the primary grid. IBDG includes
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PV, wind power, and energy storage. Non-IBDGs include electric rotating machinery such
as synchronous generators and induction generators. Integration of DGs into the electric
power networks has changed many transmission and distribution concepts. For example,
connecting DGs near loads gives essential advantages such as reducing active power losses
and meeting increased load demands without expanding in building new generating stations.
Despite many advantages that DGs have brought to the distribution system, they can
complicate existing DS protection due to their impact on fault currents. For example, the
protection coordination of the system in Figure 2a is designed based on the unidirectional
power flow from the substation to loads. If a temporary fault occurs at F, the recloser
tries to eliminate the fault by de-energizing the main feeder many times. If the fault is not
eliminated, the fuse isolates the fault. In this system, the fault current passing through the
recloser and fuse has the same magnitude.
By contrast, if a DG is connected somewhere between the recloser and the fuse, as
shown in Figure 2b, the magnitude of fault current contribution passing through the recloser
is less than the previous case in Figure 2a, and therefore both the fuse and the recloser see
different fault currents. The fuse sees a higher fault current than the recloser. Therefore,
coordination between them is no longer effective. As a result, the fuse will burn out before
the recloser operates, which will cut off power to all consumers connected to that tapped
lateral.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) Radial distribution line with no DGs, and (b) Radial distribution line with a
DG.
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Each DG technology has its own short-circuit characteristics. The peck value of
short-circuit current for non-inverter-based distributed generation is very high [2-4]. On the
other hand, IBDGs have limited contribution to fault current due to their control strategy and
the thermal capability of their switching elements, e.g., Insulated-Gate Bipolar Transistors
(IGBTs) [2]. The development of future electrical systems will need to accommodate the
impact of all these generation types.
Various protection strategies have been proposed to maintain and improve the pro
tection of DSs along with fully exploiting DGs. These approaches can be classified as either
remedial methods or preventive methods [5]. The remedial method depends on reconfigur
ing the existing protection system (e.g., changing the settings of the overcurrent devices to
maintain the existing protection scheme [6 ]). One drawback of remedial methods is tedious
job of resetting overcurrent relays, which is even more evident in large systems [7]. Limiting
the short-circuit current of the DG is the main objective of the preventive method. Many
approaches have been proposed to control and limit fault currents in the distribution system
embedded with DGs using fault current limiters (FCLs). Changing the impedance of FCLs
and their locations when the DS and/or DG are reconfigured is proposed in [8-10]. The cost
of the FCL is directly related to the value of its impedance under the fault conditions. Thus,
the larger impedance value of the FCL, the higher the cost [9]. Some important factors
are discussed in [11-13], such as the numbers and sizes of FCLs as well as their optimal
locations in the radial distribution system. The approach proposed in [14] maintains the
protection system coordination in the presence of DGs without modifying the protection
scheme using the instantaneous disconnection of all DGs during the fault. The major dis
advantage of this method is that all DGs are disconnected each time a fault occurs. This
works well for permanent faults but is overly cautious for temporary faults. The primary
motivation behind the proposed protection strategy presented herein is to minimize imple
mentation costs while maintaining the original structure of the DS. Therefore, the proposed
strategy does not change the existing conventional protection schemes.
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2. PR O PO SED APPROACH
In rural areas, distribution systems primarily consist of overhead lines. Almost 80
% to 95% of the faults in distribution systems are temporary faults [15]. These faults
are called transient faults and usually happen if a phase conductor momentarily touches
another phase or ground. Causes of such faults can be lightning, trees, birds, or other
animals.

Therefore, many utilities started employing a fuse-saving strategy to ensure

supply reliability by avoiding what is known as sustained outages caused by temporary
faults.

2.1. FUSE SAVING PR O TE C T IO N SCH EM ES
The strategy to save the fuse on the lateral feeder from a temporary fault is ac
complished by de-energizing the main feeder with an upstream interrupting device, such
as a recloser before the downstream fuse can blow. The function of the recloser in the
fuse-saving scheme is to trip on fast mode before the operation of the downstream fuse and
then reclose to allow power restoration in a short time. If the fault persists, the delayed
mode of the recloser will activate. This delayed action pushes the lateral fuse to isolate the
fault [16]. This scheme depends mainly on the time-current characteristic (TCC) curves
which coordinate the operating sequence between the recloser and fuse. The fuse saving
scheme used in most of the distribution system protection schemes is designed on the fact
that the DS has a unidirectional flow of power from the substation to the loads downstream.
However, as discussed previously, the penetration of DGs changes the DS from being a pas
sive unidirectional system to an active bidirectional system. Therefore, the current situation
of the existing protection systems faces new challenges that require some adjustments to
address this new functionality. As noted, some of the impacts of the integration of DGs
may include changes in the direction of the power flow, the change of fault current level,
or false tripping of feeders (i.e., sympathetic tripping) [17], [18]. Subsequently, DGs may
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affect the coordination between the recloser and the downstream fuses caused by additional
short-circuit current contributions from the DGs during the fault. Consequently, the fuse
could blow before the recloser, leading to higher operational costs and unnecessary customer
service loss.
This paper proposes a new approach to limit fault currents by controlling IBDGs,
particularly single-phase inverter-based PV resources. It will be shown that this proposed
approach is capable of maintaining coordination between reclosers and fuses on radial
distribution feeders in the presence of DGs by limiting the fault current contribution during
temporary faults. Since the majority of faults in radial distribution systems are single
line-to-ground (SLG) faults [19], [20], this paper focuses on SLG faults. The proposed
method herein is an improvement over other proposed methods in that it allows a fuse
saving approach regardless of the size of DG, whereas other proposed approaches limit the
size of the deployed DG to limit the fault current [21], [22]. Therefore, this approach is
low-cost and easy to apply.
As discussed in section I, the presence of DGs complicates the existing protection of
DSs because of their impact on fault currents both in level and direction. The research aims
to introduce a new way to reduce the negative impact on protection coordination due to the
presence of IBDGs on the distribution systems by reducing their fault current contribution
under temporary SLG fault.

2.2. INVERTER-BASED DG
The single-phase inverter has many different topologies. For example, a voltagesource inverter (VSI) has a constant input voltage, and its output voltage does not change
with load conditions. Similarly, the current-source inverter (CSI) output current remains
constant, and the output current is kept constant irrespective of load conditions. Inverters can
be classified as full-bridge inverters or half-bridge inverters based on how many switch legs
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each type has. The full-bridge inverter, as shown in Figure 2b, also known as an H-bridge,
consists of two legs with two IGBTs. Inverters typically use the pulse-width-modulation
(PWM) technique to produce an ac output voltage [23].
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Figure 3. (a) Grid-connected system; (b) Single-phase full-bridge converter.

2.3. PRO PO SED IBDG FAULT CURRENT L IM IT IN G SC H EM E
The proposed approach is based on the principle that the reactance of inductors
varies with frequency as:
ZL = mL = 2 n f L

(1)

where f is the frequency in hertz, and L is the inductance in Henries. Based on (1), the
reactance changes linearly with frequency; therefore, higher frequencies result in higher
reactance. The output current of the inverter has a fundamental frequency equal to the
reference signal. Therefore, the output frequency is controllable by changing the reference
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signal.

The reference signal of the PWM can be sinusoidal or any other waveshapes.

Moreover, it must be generated within the control circuit of the inverter or from outside
reference [24]. This important feature of the PWM is the backbone of the proposed method
of this paper.
Figure 4 shows the flowchart of the proposed approach. The flowchart starts with
measuring the IBDG output current. If the fault occurs somewhere in DS, the control
circuit activates the high-frequency mode which is explained in the next paragraph. As
noted above, the inductor acts as an open circuit at very high frequencies, thereby limiting
the fault current contribution from the IBDG. When the fault is cleared, the frequency of
the IBDG switches back to 60 Hz to keep the IBDGs connected to the system. Thus, the
proposed approach can successfully handle temporary faults. For a permanent fault, the
IBDGs will be disconnected, similar to other methods.

Start
Measure DG
currents
Increase the
frequency of the
reference signal
freq. = freqNew

Fault cleared?

Yes

Yes

Keep DG Freq. @ 60 Hz
Return

ermanent
fault? „
Yes
Disconnect DG
Figure 4. Flowchart of the proposed method.
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Figure 5 shows the schematic configuration of the proposed control system for the
grid-connected inverter with the current control mode. The scheme consists of two modes:
Normal Mode (NM) and Emergency Mode (EM). A mode selector is connected to these
two modes to alternate between them. When the fault occurs, the fault detection algorithm
inside the IBDG senses the fault and sends an activation signal to the mode selector to
activate the EM. Once the fault is over, the fault detection algorithm sends a signal to the
mode selector to reactivate the NM.
In the NM, the gate pulses to the inverter IGBTs are generated by comparing the
reference and carrier waveforms. Thus, the inverter output frequency is controllable by the
reference signal frequency, which is the grid frequency in NM (i.e., nominally 60 Hz). On
the other hand, the required frequency of the inverter's output current in the EM can be

^L,dq0

l L,a

Figure 5. Schematic configuration of the proposed control system of the grid-connected
inverter with current control mode.
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estimated or determined based on the specifications of the inverter used and the required
reduction in fault current contribution of the IBDG. For instance, the frequency of the
reference signal can be raised to a high value (e.g.,

6

switches capable of withstanding this high frequency.

kHz) if the inverter used contains
Therefore, the inverter’s output

current frequency increases as the frequency of the reference signal increases.
Let us assume we have a simple DS system for ease of understanding, as shown in
Figure 6 a. The IBDG interfaces with the system by the inductor, L. This inductor filters
out the current of the IBDG. During a fault condition, IBDG fault current contribution is
limited to 1-3 of its maximum current, Imax.. Using the proposed approach, the frequency
of the reference signal will be switched to high frequency. Therefore, depending on (1),
the reactance of the inductor, X L, will be increased until it acts as an open circuit, as
shown in Figure 6 b. Thus, the fault current contribution of IBDG decreases to almost zero.
Mathematically, IBDG current contribution can be expressed as

1to3 • I„

for normal mode,
(2 a)

1I B D G - *

*

0

for emergency mode.

Figure 6 . Simple DS.

3. PRO PO SED M ETH O D VALIDATION
This section demonstrates the behavior of the conventional protection scheme for
distribution feeder in the presence of DG and compares that with the proposed method.
Four different cases including (1) base system, (2) base system with IBDG and conventional
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protection, (3) base system with IBDG and the proposed protection method, and (4) base
system with IBDG and a Resistive Superconducting Fault Current Limiter (SFCL), demon
strate the effectiveness of the proposed method. Finally, a comparison is presented between
these cases and their behaviors during the operation of protective devices. This study is
restricted to single-phase faults, and it can be easily extended to consider other types of
faults. Simulation studies in this paper have been conducted using the PSCAD™/EMTDC™
software [25].

3.1. CASE 1: BASE SYSTEM
As shown in Figure 7, the system includes a feeder connected to the distribution
substation through a step-down transformer.

A recloser protects the main feeder, and

a fuse protects the lateral. The protection scheme used in this feeder is a fuse-saving
scheme with two fast and two delayed sequences. Table 1 shows the parameter values
used for the simulations. The recloser and fuse data used in these tests are taken from
ASPEN OneLiner™ software’s library [26]. Figure

8

shows the screenshot from ASPEN

OneLiner™ software of the TCC curves (excluding the annotations) for the recloser and
fuse. Case 1 has been divided into a temporary and permanent fault, depending on the SLG
fault duration.

Transformer

Distribution
Substation

Lateral
Fuse

Recloser

SLG lateral
fault

Load

Figure 7. Single-phase test system diagram for case 1.
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Table 1. Parameter values of the test system
P aram eters
Source: Line-line Input voltage (RMS)
Source impedance type
Power frequency
Fault Nature

Value
4.6 kV
R = 0.1 O
60 Hz
LG fault

First, a temporary SLG fault is applied at t = 0.7 s on the single-phase lateral. Only
phase A will experience a short-circuit condition, while the other will not be affected. The
fault current seen by the recloser on phase A exceeds the minimum setting for a ground
pickup current. In this case, the fault current is 3.421 kA, and the pickup current setting
is 290 A; therefore, the first fast operation will be performed at t = 0.723 s depends on
the fast TCC curve, as shown in Figure

8

(i.e., it trips after 0.023 s or two cycles). The

fast recloser action is operated before the fuse could blow. As a result, the fuse would be
saved from melting. The recloser stays open for 0.2 s during its first reclose interval to let
the fault be self-cleared. We assumed that the fault lasts for 0.5 s, so at t = 0.956 s, the
recloser will perform the second fast operation. The second recloser interval lasts for 0.5
seconds. During the second reclose interval, the temporary fault would be cleared due to
the recloser action. The recloser closes back at time t = 1.467 s to pass the load current of
69 A. Figure 9a shows the output of the simulation for the temporary fault on phase A.
Second, a permanent SLG fault is applied at t = 0.7 s on the single-phase lateral.
Since the fault is permanent, the two-fast operation of the recloser at t = 0.723 s and
t = 0.956 s, will not isolate the fault. The recloser switches to its delay-time TCC curve to
allow the fuse to blow and isolate that lateral at t = 1.563 s depends on the fast TCC curve,
as shown in Figure

8

(i.e., it needs 0.0963 s or 5.78 cycles to melt and isolate the fault).

As a result, at t = 1.563 s, the fuse current goes to zero, which means complete isolation
of the fault. Figure 9b shows the output of the simulation for the permanent fault on phase
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Figure 8 . TCC for recloser-fuse coordination (case 1).

A. Therefore, the fuse-saving scheme saves the lateral fuse under temporary SLG fault and
works as expected during the permanent SLG fault, which means that the set-up for the base
system is valid, and different scenarios can be tested using this base system.
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Figure 9. Simulated results of case 1: (a) Current magnitude for a temporary SLG fault
and (b) Current magnitude for a permanent SLG fault.

3.2. CASE 2: BASE SYSTEM W ITH IBDG
The system consists of a transformer that connects to the utility system and a radial
network with a feeder that delivers the electric power to a resistive load through a lateral
fuse. A utility-scale IBDG is connected to the feeder, as shown in Figure 10. A temporary
SLG fault is applied at t = 0.7 s on the single-phase lateral. As a result, the fault current
magnitude seen by the recloser on phase A is less than the fault current seen by the recloser
with no IBDG (case 1) since the IBDG contributes to the fault current.
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Figure 10. Single-phase test system diagram for case 2.

The fault current seen by the recloser on phase A exceeds the minimum setting for a
ground pickup current; therefore, the recloser is supposed to perform its first fast operation
at a time assigned by the TCC to save the lateral fuse. Despite that, the fuse melts and
clears the temporary fault sooner than the first fast operation of the recloser due to the
increase of fault current seen by the fuse after installing the IBDG. That means IBDG fault
current contribution causes fail-to-trip of the recloser because the recloser sees a lower fault
current. In other words, the sensitivity of the recloser is decreased and causes an erroneous
operation. As a result, customers downline from the fuse on phase A will experience an
unnecessary outage. Figure 11 shows the test result of case 2. It can be observed that
the fault current magnitude passing through the fuse is the summation of both short-circuit
currents from the IBDG and the substation. Therefore, compared to Case 1, due to the fault
current increase after installing the IBDG, the fault is detected and isolated faster by the
fuse. That means the recloser-fuse coordination does not work correctly due to the fault
current contribution of IBDG.

3.3. CASE 3: BASE SYSTEM W ITH IBDG AND TH E PRO PO SED M ETH O D
The system is similar to the one in case 2 and Figure 10 with the exception that
this time we use the proposed method to control the current contribution of IBDG. The
reference signal is selected to be

6

kHz in EM. A temporary SLG fault is applied at t = 0.7 s
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Figure 11. Simulated result for a temporary SLG fault (case 2): RMS current as seen by
fuse, recloser, and IBDG.

on the single-phase lateral and self-cleared at t = 1.2 5 (i.e., fault duration of 0.5 s). At
the first 0.0167 s (1 cycle) of the fault, both the source and the IBDG feed the fault. At
t = 0.717 s (0.0167 s or two cycles after the fault occurrence), the IBDG switched to

6

kHz

(i.e., EM), and fault current contribution from IBDG goes to almost 0 A. At t = 1.2 s, the
fault is self-cleared, and the IBDG switched back to 60 Hz (i.e., NM) after two cycles once
the recloser back online.
The dynamic of the system for EM is shown in Figure 12. When the fault occurs at
t = 0.7 s , it can be observed that the IBDG still generates about 1.3 times of its pre-fault
current for one cycle, as shown in Figure 12a. At t = 0.717 s, the EM activates, and the
output current of the IBDG goes to almost zero A. In this mode, the fault current consists of
the fault current contribution from the grid only. Once the fault self-cleared and the recloser
back to supply loads, the IBDG switches back to NM (i.e., 60 Hz) in about two cycles.
Figure 12b-e illustrates the fuse and recloser status during a fault situation. Fig
ure 12b shows that the fuse is intact; i.e., it is not blown. 0 in Figure 12b means that the fuse
is still carrying the current, and 1 means the fuse is blown. Figure 12c shows the trip signal
to the recloser, where 1 means the trip signal is sent to trip the CB, as shown in Figure 12e.
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The control circuit of the recloser stays open during its first reclose interval, and once this
interval expires, the close signal is sent to restore the recloser, as shown in Figure 12d.
The recloser status corresponding to trip and close signals are shown in Figure 12e. These
results demonstrate that implementing the proposed method with the IBDG maintains the
fuse-saving scheme and saves the lateral fuse under a temporary SLG fault. The results of
Cases 1-3 are summarized in Table 2.

Figure 12. Simulated results for a temporary SLG fault (case 3): (a) RMS current as seen
by fuse, recloser, and DG, (b) fuse status, (c) Trip signal to the recloser, (d) close signal
from the control circuit to the recloser, and (e) recloser status.
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Figure 13. Zoomed in of the first part of Figure 12a.

Table 2. Summary of cases 1-3.
Cases

Results

Case 1:

Required

Base Case

Simulation

Case 2:

Required

Base Case with IBDG
Conventional Protection

Simulation

Case 3:

Required

Base system with IBDG and the
proposed approach

Simulation

Recloser

fast
operations
2 fast
operations
2 fast
operations
2

Failed to trip
2 fast
operations
2 fast
operations

Fuse

Fuse-saving
maintained?

Intact

Yes

Intact

Yes

Intact

Yes

Melted

No

Intact

Yes

Intact

Yes

Figure 14 shows the IBDG fault current contribution during fault for the same
system at different EM frequencies. It can be observed that as the EM frequency decreases,
the RMS fault current contribution of the IBDG during fault increases. Therefore, the
fuse-saving scheme is no longer maintained.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 14. Emergency mode frequency vs.: (a) IBDG RMS current, and (b) the reduction
in RMS fault current, %.

3.4. CASE 4: BASE SYSTEM W IT H IBDG AND R ESISTIV E SFCL
Figure 15 shows the network configuration. A resistive SFCL is integrated into the
system to reduce the fault current contribution from the IBDG. The size of the resistive
SFCL elements has been chosen to limit the fault current contribution from the IBDG to the
same fault current magnitude generated by the IBDG during the emergency mode in case
3 (i.e., 81.8 A). The idea behind this is to compare the size of the inductor that interfaces
the IBDG with the grid in the proposed method (i.e., case 3) against the current-limiting
reactor’s size of the resistive SFCL. Using the developed resistive SFCL model for this case,
we observed that the required inductor size to reduce the fault current level to the same level
as in case 3 (i.e., 81.8 A) is equal to 0.026 H. Thus, the size of the parallel inductor of the
SFCL necessary to reduce the fault current contribution of the IBDG is approximately 100
times larger than the inductor size used to interface the IBDG into the distribution system
(L ibdg = 0.25 m H ). This case illustrated the inherent cost and size disadvantages of using
a SFCL to limit fault current and how the proposed method can save money by keeping the
size of the inductor small.
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Figure 15. Single-phase test system diagram for case 4.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a novel approach to reduce the negative impact on protection
coordination caused by integrating IBDGs on the distribution system by reducing the fault
current contribution from IBDG under SLG fault conditions. It is shown that the current
contribution of IBDG can be effectively limited using the embedded control of the IBDG
that changes the frequency of the current, which in turn changes the inductor impedance
used to interface the IBDG into the distribution system.

This allows the conventional

protection coordination scheme to be maintained without any additional cost of upgrading
the network or adding more protecting devices. Furthermore, since the proposed method
relies on existing components, it is inexpensive to implement.
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ABSTRACT
Energy networks are facing significant challenges as the result of increasing elec
trical loads. To meet this rapid increase in demand for electricity, new generating units are
being added to support the stability and reliability of the network. This change in network
structure requires a comprehensive analysis of the effect of that increase on the protection
system. Limiting the fault current to safe levels prevents replacing the high-cost network
components that may be subjected to damage due to exceeding the rated short-circuit current
values for which they were designed. A fault analysis often requires extensive modeling
and simulation of the system, which requires accurate models of the protection system.
This paper proposes a model for the resistive superconducting fault current limiter (SFCL)
in PSCAD™/EMTDC™. The performance of the model is validated using a small test
system.
Keywords: Resistive superconducting fault current limiter (SFCL), PSCAD™/EMTDC™,
short-circuit current, protection system.
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1. IN TRO D U CTIO N
The increasing demand for electrical energy has required the addition of generating
capabilities to the electric power network. Usually, this demand is met by building new
generating stations or expanding old ones as well as supporting the integration of distributed
generators (DGs). All of these solutions must be studied in detail, particularly in terms of
their impact on the protection system. In the event of faults, the short-circuit currents flow
may be very high [1]. Network components are usually designed to tolerate fault currents
for a short time period of up to one second, depending on the expected magnitude of the fault
current. The high magnitude of a fault current with a long duration can damage network
components, including cables, transformers, circuit-breakers (CBs), etc.
Fault current limiters (FCLs) are one of the approaches that have been used for
decades in power systems to limit fault currents. The FCL is a device with a variable
impedance. Under normal conditions, it presents a negligible reactance and dissipates
very little energy. However, during the fault conditions, the FCL increases its reactance
to limit the short-circuit currents significantly. Adding more renewable energy resources
to the system frequently increases the short-circuit current level, which requires upgrading
the system components to prevent potential failures.

FCLs can mitigate this issue by

limiting fault currents without upgrading the system components. The FCL can be added
in series to an existing network without making any other configuration changes. However,
a permanently inserted current-limiting series reactor introduces additional losses and can
lead to power quality issues [2 ].
The process of triggering FCLs by fault currents is illustrated in Figure 1. The
FCL limits the fault current by increasing its reactance if the fault current goes beyond its
pre-determined threshold. Therefore, the short-circuit current is limited, which provides
the circuit breaker (CB) a longer period in which to react.
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Figure 1. Time current profile with application of FCL.

A resistive superconducting fault current limiter (SFCL), which is explained in
Section 2, is a type of FCL that may be used in a power system. Thus, the need for a reliable
and accurate model of a resistive SFCL is important for protection studies. Therefore, the
objective of this paper is to model a resistive-SFCL with a parallel current-limiting reactor.
Simulation studies on this paper have been conducted using the PSCAD™/EMTDC™
software [3]. A resistive-SFCL model is not currently available in the PSCAD™/EMTDC™
libraries and thus this paper bridge this gap by proposing a resistive model of SFCL in
PSCAD™/EMTDC™ software.
This paper is structured as follows: A background on FCLs is reviewed in Section 2,
followed by a theoretical analysis of modeling the resistive SFCL. A description of the
designed resistive SFCL model is presented in Section 3. Then, in Section 4, the proposed
model is validated via multiple case studies. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. TYPES O F FAULT CU RREN T LIM IT E R S
A plethora of research has been proposed to control and limit fault currents using
FCLs in transmission and distribution systems embedded with DGs. FCLs can be classified
as solid-state FCLs, passive FCLs, and hybrid FCLs (i.e., combination of solid-state and
passive FCLs devices) [4]. Passive FCLs, which are also called self-controlled FCLs, have
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a simple structure, usually consisting of series reactors or resistors. On the other hand, the
solid-state FCLs need an external control circuit using a fault detection algorithm to control
the power electronics equipment to limit the short-circuit current.
A solid-state FCL is usually comprised of an over-current detector, a control device,
and a fast power electronics switch in series with the voltage source or DG, to limit the
sudden overvoltage that appears across the switch caused by the sudden interruption of fault
current. Under normal system conditions, the solid-state switch carries the normal current.
When the fault occurs, the fault detection circuit senses the rising fault current and sends
a turn-off signal to the switch. Thus, the fault current is diverted to the current limiting
impedance. Solid-state FCLs have higher accuracy than the passive FCLs but also have a
higher cost and suffer from continuous conduction losses [2 ].
A superconducting fault current limiter (SFCL) is a type of FCL that may be used
in a power system. Improving the performance of these devices is an active avenue of
research [5]. There are four types of SFCLs [2]: shielded inductance SFCL, saturated
inductance SFCL, air-gap SFCL, and resistive SFCL. The resistive SFCL is mainly com
posed of a wire, or a coil, such that its non-linear characteristics controls the behavior of
its superconducting materials, such as Bismuth-2233 or Y B a2C u30 7, to current, magnetic
fields, temperature. The resistance of the superconductor goes to zero during the supercon
ductivity state which takes place at temperatures of -270°C to -273°C [2]. Under normal
conditions, the superconductor acts as a near-perfect conductor. When the fault occurs,
the current passing through the superconductor becomes greater than the material's critical
value, which makes the superconductor highly resistive. The SFCL has many disadvan
tages, such as a high cooling cost, a large footprint, and a CB is required in the case of
a permanent fault. Furthermore it can limit only about one-third of the prospective fault
currents [6 ].
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The impedance value of the FCL under fault conditions determines the size and cost
of the FCL. Therefore, as the size increases, the FCL cost increases [7]. Optimal locations,
sizes, and numbers of FCLs in the radial distribution systems in the presence of DG are
discussed in [8 ], [9].

2.1. TH E O R E TIC A L ANALYSIS
Figure 2 shows a resistive SFCL with a parallel current limiting reactor. Under
normal conditions (Figure 2(a)), the superconductor has a zero resistance. However, the
fault current is shared between the parallel current limiting reactor and the superconductor
during a fault (Figure 2(b)). This method rapidly helps the cooling and recovery of the su
perconductor (about

1 -2

msec) instead of several minutes, which means that a fast reclosing

operation can be achieved. We leveraged the mathematical model for SFCL in [10] to build
the PSCAD™/EMTDC™ model for SFCL. For ease of understanding, the mathematical
model for SFCL [10] are represented in (1)-(29).

Figure 2. (a) System operation under normal condition where the resistance of the resistive
SFCL « 0, and (b) System operation under normal condition where the resistance of the
resistive SFCL is very high.
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Referring to Figure 2, the leakage impedance of the parallel current limiting reactor
can be written as
Z r _ R r + j'm L r

( 1)

Figure 3 shows the equivalent impedance of the SFCL which can be expressed as

Zf c l

(2 )

_ Rf c l + j Xf c l
_
R s c[
XR + R r (

R sc

_

+ J ( RS c + R r ) 2 + XR

( Rs c + R r ) 2 + XR

+R r

) ]_

.R^ c

(3)

where R fcl and X Fcl are the equivalent resistance and reactance of the SFCL, respectively.
R sc is the quenched superconductor resistance. Neglecting the resistance of the reactor
yields

z fcl

_

R sc XR

RS c + XR

._ RSc x R_
•7 r sc
2
x 2R

(4)

In practical designs and during fault conditions, R sc is larger than XR. Thus, substituting
R sc _ k X R into (4) yields,

Rfcl _
x fcl

2

k2 + 1

_ k 22

XR

1XR _ kRfcl

(5)
(6 )

where
k _ Rsc _ x fcl
XR RFCL

(7)
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To reduce the symmetrical RMS or initial peak fault current, the value of X r should be
selected in a cost-effective manner to achieve the required reduction. Usually, that reduction
can be in a range of 40% to 80% [10]. From Figure 3, the unlimited and limited fault currents
are given by

l Unlimited =
l Limited

Vs
Rs + jX s

(8 )

Vs
(Rs + j X s ) + ( R fcl + j'X fcl )

(9)

and
m =

l Unlimited l Limited
lUnlimited

(1 0 )

where m is the reduction in symmetrical RMS fault current. Substituting (7), ( 8 ) and (9)
into (10) and solving for R f c l , gives

m 2 (Rs + k X s ) + A
fcl =
BC

(1 1 )

A = m ^ m 2 (R s + k X s ) 2 + BC (R 2S + X 2)

(1 2 )

B = 1 - m2

(13)

C = 1 + k2

(14)

where

Let the voltage source behind the source impedance R s + j w L s in Figure 2a be

Vs ( t )

= VI V r m s sin( w t

+ 6

)

(15)
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Therefore, the unlimited short-circuit current is given by

V2 Vn

is (t)

■ \w t, + va - ttan - 1 —
Xs ]
sin
\Rs>

-

sin Iv - tan

1

Xs
I—

ls

e Rs

(16)

where
Xs = w Ls
Zs = ^

2

(17)
(18)

+ Xs2

Similarly, the limited short-circuit current is given by

if c l

(t)

V2 vr,
z£

sin wM- V - tan

-1 / X £

sin | V - tan

1

( X^ ) ) e

(19)

R fi

where
re

= R s + r fcl

(2 0 )

le

= L s + L FCL

(2 1 )

XE = X s + X FCL

(2 2 )

The currents flowing through each branch of the resistive SFCL are

ifcl

(23)

(t) = isc (t) + iR (t)

R scisc (t)

(24)

= Lr ^ R ^
at

vs (t) = RsiFCL (t) + Ls

FCL ( ) + R scisc (t)
at

(25)
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From (19) and (25), the current flowing through R sc is given by

isc (t)

V2 'Vrms
Z e R sc

■\Jz-j2 + Z 2S - 2ZEZ S cos OS)
'

z s sin(S)
\\
kZ e - Zs cos(J3)j)
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Xs n \ . /„ ^
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\ s Xe E
\

^
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1

(26)

\R e

where

Xe = m L e

(27)

Ze =

(28)

7

RE + XE

S = tan- 1 ( 1

)- tan" ( R
1

e

)

(29)

From (19) and (26), the current flowing through L R can be written as

iR(t) = iFCL - is c (t)

(30)

3. RESISTIV E SFCL M OD EL IN PSCAD™/EMTDC™
The main components of the proposed resistive SFCL model are the current limiter
connected in parallel with a circuit breaker and an external control unit, as shown in Figure 4.
We have proposed a novel control scheme for controlling the SFCL status via opening and
closing the CB in Figure 4. Note that the CB in Figure 4 is not an actual circuit breaker
in the system. However, it is used in the model to mimic the transition between two states
(i.e., operates as a switch) of the SFCL.
The current limiter consists of two elements: a current-limiting reactor and a
quenched superconductor element. For the short-circuit analysis, a fixed-resistance can
be used to represent the latter [10]. Under normal operating conditions, the current flows
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through the CB. When a fault occurs, the current increases and the CB opens to divert the
fault current through the resistor and reactor. The transition in the breaker state from closed
(superconductivity state) to open (high resistive state) mimics the loss of the superconduct
ing state of the resistive SFCL during the short-circuit. The resistor represents the increase
of the superconductor resistance, which quenches the fault current. Thus, due to the high
value of the quenched superconductor resistor, the reactor becomes the easiest path for most
of the fault current to pass through.
The block diagram of the control unit is shown in Figure 5. The function of the
control unit is to control the CB operation and it consists of the SFCL quench logic and the
SFCL recovery logic. In order for the SFCL quench logic to operate and send the trip signal
to the CB, two conditions must be met: the high increase in the current magnitude and the
rate of the current rise. Thus, the SFCL quench logic starts with measuring the magnitude
of the current passing through the resistive SFCL. If the measured current Is is higher than
the threshold (i.e., current setting) Isetting, then the output of the “Over Current Detection”
block acquires the value of

1

and stays on this level.

The “Monostable” block, in Figure 5, receives the output of the “Over Current
Detection” block and changes it into a pulse. At the same time, the two input comparator
components determine if the rate of rise of the fault current 4 is increasing above the
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Figure 5. Resistive SFCL control model in PSCAD™/EMTDC™.

( ) setting. If these two conditions are met (i.e., the high increase in both the current
magnitude and the rate of current rise), then this indicates the existence of a fault condition
somewhere in the system and a trip signal will be sent to the CB. The trip signal will be
delayed by a “Binary On Delay” block for a specified time before sending it to the CB. The
delay time is typically 1-2 ms, which represents the time required by the resistive SFCL to
transition to a high resistive state [ 1 0 ].
To initiate the SFCL recovery logic, the measured RMS current value should be
less than the current setting value. Once this condition is met, the output of the comparator
element will be 1. The close signal will wait for a time period dictated by the design of
the protection scheme. This time delay, which is usually a few seconds, represents the time
needed by the superconductor element to cool down and recover [10]. The output of the
“Binary On Delay” block is fed into the monostable block to change the constant signal into
a pulse close signal.
To control the operation of the CB in this model, both the trip and close signal are
fed into the “J-K flip-flop” block. Details of the flip-flop and its control of the circuit breaker
are in [11]. The flowchart of the proposed SFCL model is shown in Figure 6 .
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Figure 6 . Flowchart of the proposed SFCL model.

4. M O D EL VALIDATION
To authenticate the functionality of the proposed resistive SFCL model, it is deployed
on a simple three-phase radial system. Figure 7 shows the test system that is built in
PSCAD™/EMTDC™ to study the performance of the SFCL model. The system consists
of a voltage source connected to a load through a resistive-SFCL. It is required to reduce
the fault current from 15 kA-RMS to

6

kA-RMS, which equivalent to an approximate 60%

reduction. Parameter values of the test system are given in Table 1. Three three-phase
line-ground (3LG) fault cases have been considered:
• Case 1: Permanent 3LG fault at t = 0.5 s.
• Case 2: Temporary 3LG fault at t = 0.5 s and at t = 4 s .
• Case 3: Temporary 3LG fault at t = 0.5 s and at t = 2 s .
The fault duration in each case is 1 second, the recovery interval is 2 seconds, and the fault
resistance is zero ohms.
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Figure 7. One-line diagram of the test system in PSCAD™/EMTDC™.

Table 1. Parameter values of the test system
Param eters
Line-line Input voltage (utility’s source)
Power frequency
Fault Nature
Symmetrical RMS short-circuit current
X/R ratio of the system,
The desired limited fault current (in RMS)
Resistive SFCL trigger current
T =~Esc,
K ~ Vk

Value
138 kV-rms
60 Hz
3LG solid fault
15.06 kA
20

kA
2 kA instantaneous
6

6

The 3LG bolted fault is not as common as the other types of faults such as line-toline-to-ground (LLG) faults or line-to-ground (LG) faults, but it is purposely considered in
this paper because the maximum short-circuit current is seen in the case of 3LG fault, and
it is used in the interruption selection and equipment current withstanding capabilities [ 1 ].
Thus, a SFCL designed for the 3LG bolted faults can protect the power system components
from being damaged in LG or LLG bolted faults as well. A MATLAB script is written to
compute the required parameters and to plot the current waveforms based on the equations
in Subsection 2.1 and the given system data in Table 1. The output of the MATLAB script
which are the required parameters for the simulation are tabulated in Table 2.

Table 2. Calculated values of the test system parameters
Param eters
Value

Zs
5.29 ^

Rs
0.2645 ^

Vs
5.2834 ^

Vr
8.067 ^

Rsc
48.402 ^
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4.1. CASE 1: PERM A N EN T 3LG FAULT OCCURS AT t = 0.5 s
In order to test the operation of the SFCL model under fault conditions, a permanent
symmetrical fault (i.e., 3LG fault) is applied between the SFCL and the load at t = 0.5 5 .
Figure

8

shows the output from the PSCAD™/EMTDC™ simulation. At the moment of

the 3LG fault at t = 0.5 5 , it can be observed that the fault current magnitude without SFCL,
shown by the blue color, is increased to 19.85 kA-RMS during the first half cycle (i.e.,
subtransient period) and then is decreased to 15.06 kA-RMS during the steady-state period.
At the same time, we can observe the impact of the SFCL model implementation on the fault
current magnitude during the same fault period which is shown by red color in Figure 8 . We
can note that the current magnitude with SFCL reaches the value of 10.77 kA-RMS during
the first half cycle and then decreases to about

6

kA-RMS during the steady-state period.

It can be observed from the simulation result that the RMS fault current is decreased as
required from 15 kA-RMS to

6

kA-RMS.

4.2. CASE 2: TEM PO RA RY 3LG FAULT AT t = 0.5 s AND AT t = 4 s
This case simulates the impact of the proposed SFLC model on limiting the shortcircuit current for recurring temporary faults. Figure 9 shows the expected behavior of
the fault current during different statuses of the SFCL model. In this case, a 3LG fault is
imposed at t 0 and is cleared at t2. At t0, the current increases to its maximum value before
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the transition of the SFCL from superconductivity-state to the high-resistive state at t\. The
fault current will be limited during the high resistive-state which lasts until the end of the
fault duration at t2. The CB of the SFCL model will remain open until the recovery interval
expires at t3. After t3, the SFCL will return to its superconductivity-state by closing its CB.
A 3LG fault occurs again at t 4 and self-cleared at t6. The CB closes at t7 to announce the end
of the recovery interval. The expected maximum and steady-state current magnitude are
similar to the fault that occurs at to. That is because the second fault at t 4 occurred during
the time when the SFCL is in its superconductivity-state. Figure 9 shows the expected
current profile of the SFCL in case 2.

Breaker
Status

Closet 1

Open

Closed

Open

Closed

Maximum
limited current

A

Limited current

to ti

Fault
duration

Recovery
interval

Fault
duration
i

*

t2

tj

t 4 ts

Recovery
interval

t6

17

------------>

Time (s)

Where:
to, t4: Starting time of the fault.
ti, t5: Transition time of the SFCL from superconductivitystate to high-resistive state.
t 2, t6: End time of the fault.
t3, t7: End time of the recovery interval.
Figure 9. Expected performance of the SFCL (Case 2).

Similarly, Figure 10 shows the simulation results for the proposed SFCL model.
During the first fault interval, it can be observed that the current magnitude reaches the
value of 20 kA-RMS then decreases to 15 kA-RMS during the following steady-state cycles.
The same current profile can be noticed during the second fault interval because the second
fault occurred at the time when the SFCL is at it’s superconductivity-state.
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Figure 10. Simulated performance of the SFCL (case 2).

4.3. CASE 3: TEM PO RA RY 3LG FAULT AT t = 0.5 s AND AT t = 2 s
In order to further validate the performance of the proposed SFCL model, two
consecutive temporary faults are utilized in which the second fault occurs before the SFCL
has fully recovered. According to the recovery logic, the SFCL should stay at a highresistive state until the end of the recovery interval. Therefore, if a fault occurs during that
recovery interval, the fault current will be limited directly without any time delay because
the SFCL still is in a high-resistive state. This means the current magnitude will not reach
the magnitude when the fault occurred at t = 0.5 s because the transition moment does not
exist in this case.
A temporary symmetrical fault has been applied between the SFCL and the load at
t = 0.5 s. The fault is self-cleared at t = 1.5 s and another symmetrical fault occurs during
the recovery interval at t = 2 s. Figure 11 shows the output from the PSCAD™/EMTDC™
simulation. At the moment of the first 3LG fault, it can be observed that the current
magnitude increases up to 10.77 kA-RMS during the first half cycle (i.e., subtransient
period) and then decreases to

6

kA-RMS during the steady-state period. At the time of

occurring the second fault, we can observe that the maximum fault current magnitude is

8 .2

kA-RMS which is less than 10.77 kA-RMS, for the first fault, because the SFCL still at its
a high-resistive state.
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Figure 11. Simulated performance of the SFCL (case 3).

Figure 12. Transition moment of the SFCL (case 3).

The transition moment of the SFCL from the superconductivity-state to highresistive state is shown in Figure 12.

It can be observed from the simulation results

that the RMS fault current passing through the SFCL is decreased as the SFCL control
scheme designed for.

5. CONCLUSIONS
A new control scheme for the resistive-SFCL is successfully modeled and analyzed
in PSCAD™/EMTDC™. The implementation of the SFCL in the test system under both
permanent and temporary faults showed that the resistive SFCL model operated as designed.
The control circuit of the SFCL performed its tasks appropriately by controlling the CB
operations. All settings and values of the model components can be adjusted to suit the
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requirements of the underlying test system. Therefore, this model can be easily implemented
in electrical networks to further investigate the impacts of this type of fault current limiter
on the protection schemes.
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SECTION

2. CONCLUSION

This dissertation aimed to find innovative solutions to upgrade the protection systems
for modern distribution networks. The proposed solutions were presented in three papers. In
Paper I, the impact of infeed effect caused by DGs was solved by three different new methods.
Each method uniquely addressed the issue. However, all proposed methods depended only
on local measurements. In Paper II, the fuse-saving scheme was maintained by a novel
approach to reduce the negative impact of integrating IBDGs with the distribution system
protection scheme. The proposed approach controlled the IBDG to reduce the fault current
contribution from IBDG under SLG fault conditions. Finally, in Paper III, a new control
scheme for the resistive-SFCL was successfully modeled. This new control scheme for
resistive-SFCL was successfully tested under different fault conditions. The performance
of the proposed methods in this dissertation was demonstrated with radial distribution
system models in PSCAD™/EMTDC™.
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